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Abstract
Engineering is the art of taking what we know and using it to solve problems. As engineers, we
build tool chests of approaches; we attempt to learn as much as possible about the problem at
hand, and then we design, build, and test our approaches to see how they impact the system. The
challenge of applying this approach to the central nervous system (CNS) is that we often do not
know the details of what is needed from the biological side. New therapeutic options for treating
the CNS range from new biomaterials to make scaffolds, to novel drug-delivery techniques, to
functional electrical stimulation. However, the reality is that translating these new therapies and
making them widely available to patients requires collaborations between scientists, engineers,
clinicians, and patients to have the greatest chance of success. Here we discuss a variety of new
treatment strategies and explore the pragmatic challenges involved with engineering therapies in
the CNS.
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How Engineers Approach Problems
Engineering is the art of taking what we know and using it to solve problems. As engineers,
we build tool chests of approaches; we attempt to learn as much as possible about the
problem at hand, and then we design, build, and test our approaches to see how they impact
the system. Through the process of needs assessment, brainstorming, building, testing, and
outcome assessment, we work to develop solutions to problems.

The challenge of applying this approach to the central nervous system (CNS) is that we
often do not know the details of what is needed from the biological side. The complexity of
the healthy CNS coupled with the complexity of the injuries to, and diseases of, the CNS is
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an intimidating matrix. However, engineering approaches have the potential to augment our
understanding of the CNS and in some cases have made impressive strides towards
providing new therapeutic options for treating the CNS.

The reality is that developing new therapies requires collaborations between scientists,
engineers, clinicians, and patients to have the greatest chance of success and impact on
injuries to and diseases of the CNS.

Features that Engineers have Mimicked
Structures of the CNS and Scaffold architecture

One of the approaches engineers have studied in the CNS is the use of scaffolds to direct the
growth or regrowth of tissue (Figure 1). A majority of the focus has been on promoting
neurite extension and axonal guidance. Cells grown in vitro tend to align with scratches or
grooves in the dishes. A number of groups have taken this observation and engineered
surfaces with a range of topographical features to identify those which have the greatest
impact on neurite extension [31, 32, 40, 64]. Both the depth and width of grooves seems to
affect neurite outgrowth in two dimensions. In three dimensions, the curvature of features
also plays a role [49, 111, 112, 127]. Topographical cues play a major role in development,
which are recapitulated in the process of tissue repair [49].

In light of the lessons learned in guiding neural outgrowth in a dish, engineers have worked
to create scaffolds that leverage these features to produce or support axonal outgrowth and
regeneration. Channels or pores in scaffolds can be created in a variety of ways including
casting of the scaffold around fibers, which are then removed after fabrication and
electrospinning with parallel-oriented fibers. With each of these methods, controlling fiber
orientation and size repeatability are the leading challenges. Pawar et al developed a unique
method of capillary channel formation using an ionically-driven self-assembling method
with alginate [93]. They were able to reproducibly make scaffolds with varying channel
diameters from 18–80 microns and test them in a dorsal root ganglion outgrowth assay.
Interestingly, they found that 77 microns produced the largest magnitude outgrowth but at
the cost of orientation. Therefore, they determined 25 microns was the optimal channel size
balancing outgrowth magnitude and orientation. Being able to direct the orientation of
neurons and their neurites in vitro has important applications in building in vitro diagnostic
systems and assay systems to understand the mechanisms associated with neural behavior.
One question that arises is whether these same features that direct neurons in vitro can be
translated in vivo to direct repair.

The application of architectural cues in vivo has been a fascinating road. Implantation of
scaffolds in defects in the CNS has increased neural sprouting as well as reduced glial scar
formation and the invasion of immune cells. It is particularly striking that these observations
have been seen across a broad range of scaffolds based on different materials and different
architectural features.

Some of the scaffolds pursued to promote neural regeneration in the nervous system have
included collagen scaffolds fabricated with oriented pores to guide axons [75], Matrigel, an
extracellular matrix (ECM) substitute derived from mouse sarcoma, in poly(acrylonitrile):
poly(vinylchloride) (PAN/PVC) tubes to support the organization of Schwann cells to
promote neural regeneration [33, 36, 37, 100, 135–138], scaffolds with oriented pores
constructed from poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) [19, 139], the degradable polyester
used in degradable sutures, and carbon filaments [58].
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Growth into the scaffolds was seen with all of these approaches, but none of them led to
robust regeneration or repair. In light of this, a number of groups have looked at a more
holistic approach to building environments that stimulate repair based on trying to more
completely engineer the ECM. The motivation for this approach is based on observations
including those that decellularized nerve grafts lead to robust ingrowth [45, 128], and
progenitor cells respond to a range of ECM-associated molecular cues [71, 78, 109]. These
observations motivate the desire to engineer an ECM analogue that would permit either the
ability to promote repair, or potentially be a foundation for exploring molecular interactions
in the nervous system in three dimensions, bridging the gap between cell culture and in vivo
preparations in a controllable system.

Molecular makeup of the ECM of the CNS
The obvious place to start in engineering the ECM is with the ECM provided by nature. The
engineering challenges involve finding a reproducible source for the ECM and removing the
cellular components from the tissue to reduce the immune response to the material.

Starting with natural ECM (Acellular Grafts)—Acellular grafts are produced by
taking a donor peripheral nerve and washing it with detergents and/or treating it with heat to
remove the cells, leaving behind the ECM component which comprises a tubular graft which
can then be implanted to bridge a nerve gap. These have the advantage of containing the
natural components normally found in the nervous system and therefore match
mechanically, but have the disadvantage of being difficult to produce in a robust repeatable
manner and still require a donor source. Furthermore, they may still contain residual
antigens that could cause an immune response upon implantation [86]. It is very challenging
to remove all of the cellular components without damaging the ECM. Ultimately, one must
make tradeoffs between how much damage to the ECM one finds acceptable and how much
of the cellular material one can remove.

Engineering ECM—While the majority of the ECM in the body is composed of collagen,
the CNS is a notable exception. The ECM of the CNS is based on a hyaluronic acid (HA)
network functionalized with a range of proteoglycan [77] [43] [125] [39]. HA is a
glycosaminoglycan or long, unbranched carbohydrate, and as carbohydrates go, it is one of
the more simple systems to chemically modify with the note that carbohydrate chemistry is a
vast and challenging area with the potential for many side reactions. Saying that
carbohydrate chemistry is simple is a bit like saying that one need only drink a small vial to
make it down a rabbit hole. It is highly negatively charged and HAs of different molecular
weights have different biological functions from potentially creating spaces for cells to
migrate in the brain to conferring elasticity to tissues [98].

The proteoglycans are critical for cell attachment to the HA-based networks. Neural
progenitors make proteoglycans while their differentiated progeny down regulate production
[56]. Therefore, neural progenitors can stick to unmodified HA but their progeny do not.
This provides an interesting method for separating progenitors from their progeny.

As neural progenitors differentiate in these materials, expressing more mature markers, the
mature cells do not attach unless the HA gels are modified with other molecules to promote
attachment [89]. Therefore, other materials are often combined with HA to provide site for
differentiated cell interactions. Molecules based on other ECM components such as gelatin
and polypeptides have been incorporated [39, 43, 107, 125].

A number of groups have done beautiful work in vitro and in vivo with HA-based gels in the
CNS [7, 44, 89, 108, 116, 117], the cost of HA coupled with the challenges of working with
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it chemically have motivated the development of ECM analogues that present components
that interact with cells without the HA-backbone.

Perhaps this is the moment to take a step back as engineers, and ask what we really need
from an ECM analogue material for repair. The ideal material would be one that could be
implanted in a minimally invasive manner, promote neurogenesis, concomitant
angiogenesis, and allow axonal growth through the glial scar to allow functional connection
at the distal end. This material would not be inflammatory, and would have identical
mechanical properties to the spinal cord. In addition, the material could be easily processed
into various sizes and morphologies and be scalable in production.

If we are to develop materials that are suitable for therapy, they must fit with the needs,
requirements, and concerns of neurosurgeons and patients. We can engineer materials with
beautiful architectures based on a vast range of molecules, but if it cannot be administered in
a minimally invasive manner, how do we expect that it could be delivered to the CNS? After
all, it is not logical to imagine opening a large path to a stroke cavity or spinal cord cyst for
treatment; rather, we need to design the materials appropriately.

The HA-based materials and their ECM analogue counterparts are typically hydrogels,
water-soluble polymers that can be crosslinked to form networks. Likewise, the majority of
other injectable materials from fibrin-based systems [42, 104, 123] to molecularly
engineered self-assembling nanogel systems [110, 124] are hydrogels that allow for
minimally invasive administration. These minimally invasive systems have been shown to
reduce glial scarring and promote neural ingrowth in a number of models. Tysseling-
Mattiace et al. have shown that administration of a hydrogel based on self assembling
peptides one day post injury in a spinal cord compression model reduces glial scarring and
increases neurite outgrowth and sprouting [124]. Wolery et al saw a similar outcome with a
collagen gel based system [130]. Both groups reported better functional outcomes with the
administration of their respective polymers.

It may be that we do not need to engineer architecture at all to facilitate outcomes, but the
caveat with these findings is that they involve interventions in the acute phase of injury. If
we do need architectural control to guide cells and repair, is it possible to achieve in an
injectable system? The answer is ‘yes’ in some cases. There are methods to achieve
architectural control even in injectable systems. In the case of the hydrogel nanofiber work
based on polypeptides, the polymers organize as a function of secondary bonding
interactions such as hydrophilicity and hydrophobicity and Van der Waals interactions to
form nanofibers [110, 124]. Blends of polymers and block copolymer systems also can
achieve some architectural control based on secondary interactions and microphase
separation [9, 13, 76], so it is possible to get some aspects of both worlds, the injectable and
architectural control.

Modulus of ECM
All gels, and all polymers can be dissimilar even when composed of the same basic building
blocks. One of the critical characteristics of materials is their stiffness. The stiffness of a
material is crucial to cell behavior. The stiffness, or more specifically from a materials
property point of view, the modulus, impacts cell migration [30, 46, 59, 95, 105, 114],
differentiation [25, 26, 34, 50, 59, 66, 73, 91, 103], and neurite extension [5, 74, 106] all of
which are critical for promoting repair.

While the findings vary, moduli between 2000 and 5000 Pa have been associated with the
greatest neurite extension in a number of studies [74, 106] as well as neural differentiation
of progenitors [28] suggesting this may be a good starting point for designing materials to
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promote repair. This literature on the development of materials for neural electrical
recording and stimulation follows a similar trend, where it has been realized that the
electrode’s modulus of elasticity plays a major role in the inflammatory process [79]. Those
being too stiff cause a greater inflammatory response and become encapsulated to a greater
extent. This has led to the development of novel materials that change from being stiff
during implantation, but become soft once hydrated in the body to facilitate delivery of the
material and the neural response [11, 17].

Temporal presentation of growth factors
A major component of building an ECM environment lies with the presentation of soluble
molecules. While the tools of drug delivery are well suited to facilitate the spatial and
temporal patterning of molecules in an environment, there are engineering challenges that
need to be addressed. For example, there are challenges associated with needing to present
multiple molecules or present them with very specific temporal and spatially defined
patterns, not the least of which is that large proteins such as growth factors have very short
half lives and can be denatured easily. These, coupled with the challenges of getting
molecules across the blood-brain barrier motivate the work in local, sustained delivery. To
this end, molecules including growth factors have been delivered from a number of
materials.

A number of growth factors have been studied with regards to sustained delivery to promote
neural protection and repair in the CNS. Gels and materials delivering neurotrophin-3
(NT-3) have been shown to promote more robust sprouting and axonal elongation in a
number of models coupled with improved functional outcomes in some of the work [96,
119]. Likewise, delivery of brain derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) from a number of
polymers has also led to improved outcomes [51, 90, 92, 115]. Glial derived neurotrophic
factor (GDNF) has also been correlated with more outgrowth [48]. The delivery of a range
of other growth factors has been studied for protection and repair in the CNS [4, 6, 14, 22,
35, 41, 52, 54, 55, 63, 68, 83, 118, 120, 129, 131, 132].

This list, though incomplete, represents a range of models which suggest that the
combination of appropriate materials and delivery paradigms for growth factors lead to
better outcomes than simple bolus delivery. There are limits, though, on how long molecules
can be delivered from polymers (typically days to months to, in a few cases, years) which
motivates the use of strategies to engineer cells either through delivery of DNA or siRNA in
vivo [3, 24, 47, 53, 61, 84, 141] or ex vivo followed by transplantation of the cells [47, 62,
72, 87, 126].

There are a lot of options. With all of these options to pursue one could spend hundreds of
lifetimes doing tests even using high throughput options available for screening. If our goal
is to develop a potential therapy to help outcomes, can we use these parameters to focus our
search? How does this impact the possibilities?

If we think about what is clinically feasible, we know that a viable drug has to be easily
administered. From a regulatory point of view, it helps if it builds on materials and
molecules used in other approved therapies. From a freedom to operate point of view, it
helps if we are looking at the delivery of molecules that are off patent so we are not tied up
in trying to negotiate licensing agreements.

Methylprednisolone (MP) is an FDA-approved drug for the treatment of spinal cord injury
(SCI). It has been used as the standard of care in a large number of centers and is
administered at high doses systemically to try to reduce secondary degeneration following
SCI and improve outcomes. While the initial clinical trials were promising, as the drug has
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been used more extensively, it is clear that the efficacy is limited, and there are substantial
side effects. However, if one could deliver this drug locally, one might be able to limit or
eliminate the systemic side effects and maintain or improve the efficacy. The Bellamkonda
group encapsulated MP in PLGA nanoparticles and compared the administration of the MP-
nanoparticles to systemic MP, local administration of MP or blank nanoparticles that do not
release MP. The MP delivering nanoparticles only delivered MP for three days, but this was
enough to show a reduction in lesion volume following a contusion SCI as well as a
reduction in a number of markers for apoptosis and inflammation [20, 65]. Excitingly, such
an approach, if successful, is designed from the start in a manner that would be more
amenable to application in the clinic. It involves minimally invasive administration of the
particles.

Signaling: electrical and optical stimulation
So far, we have looked at engineering approaches based on trying to protect and repair the
nervous system. While there are some exciting findings, especially for chronic injuries, there
are not obvious solutions to date. However, in some cases, we may be able to engineer
solutions to augment remaining neural systems either temporarily or permanently.

Functional electrical stimulation (FES) is the use of electric current to activate existing
neurons that are no longer functioning properly due to SCI, stroke, or disease. FES can be
used to restore functional movements after SCI or stroke by applying appropriate patterns of
current to the nerves innervating different paralyzed muscles via surface, percutaneous, or
fully implantable systems [18, 60, 94, 97]. There are a multitude of FES applications in the
nervous system (Table 1). Some of the systems are designed to be used temporarily during
physical therapy to improve therapeutic outcomes, and some are long-term systems to
permanently replace lost function. After stroke, therapeutic FES can encourage beneficial
plasticity by reactivating and strengthening normal neuromuscular activation patterns [10,
23].

The basic principle of FES relies on providing electrical stimulation to the nerves or neural
circuits that enervate the muscles of interest to stimulate those muscles. Therefore, for the
approach to work, one must have enough innervated muscles available for stimulation. This
need drives the potential coupling of regenerative and reparative therapies with electrical
stimulation to have more sites for stimulation. Beyond this, there is evidence that electrical
stimulation may be coupled with other therapies such as cell based therapies to promote
better outcomes than either alone [8, 113].

FES works and can restore function in patients with few therapeutic options. However, its
deployment requires extensive clinician training in the implantation procedures. The
reimbursement for FES is also not commensurate with the costs. For large scale deployment,
the costs and the clinician training must be addressed. In the meantime, there is early clinical
evidence (n=1) that stimulation can be used to reprogram pattern generators for SCI patients.
One patient has received a spinal cord stimulator that sits epidurally on the spinal cord and is
used to modulate pain. However, in this case, the stimulator is used in conjunction with
physical therapy. The hypothesis is that this engages the pattern generators and while
physical therapy alone led to no improvements based on the ASIA scale, the coupling of
stimulation and therapy has led to the patient regaining standing, stepping on a treadmill,
and some bladder and bowel function [27, 38]. There is significant experience in the clinic
with deploying the spinal cord stimulators that could help with clinical deployment if the
data continue to look promising with the recruitment of more patients.

The most widely clinically deployed electrical stimulation system in the CNS is the deep
brain stimulation system (DBS) for Parkinson’s disease. DBS of the subthalamic nucleus
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reduces the tremor, rigidity, and bradykinesia associated with Parkinson’s. While the
mechanism by which DBS modulates tremors is unclear [15, 80, 82, 134], DBS can have a
dramatic effect on patient quality of life and DBS is being studied for a variety of conditions
[15]. There are a host of engineering issues associated with DBS from the design of the next
generation systems [122] to developing methods for electrode placement for optimal
outcomes [81] and optimizing the stimulation parameters to give each patient the best
outcome over time in the most efficient clinical environment [16].

While there is a tremendous amount that can be achieved with electrical stimulation,
selectively activating specific types of neurons is not one of the strong suits of the field.
Optical stimulation has drawn a great deal of interest both as an investigational tool and,
potentially, as a therapeutic approach in part because it achieves significant selectivity by a
combination of the delivery of light coupled with the placement of light sensitive ion
channels in the neurons. The best known and most studied of the light sensitive molecules
are the channel rhodopsins [140]. This area, optogenetics, has opened the door to be able to
understand the nervous system in new ways. It is hard not to look at light sensitive
molecules like channel rhodopsins and not think about whether one might be able to
engineer their delivery to the eye for patients with photoreceptor degeneration. A number of
groups have looked at this and have seen light sensitivity in a number of animal models, but
the intensity of light needs to be reasonably high for the effect [69, 121]. Therefore, there
has been interest in developing light sensitive molecules that require fewer photons for
stimulation such as photoswitches [67].

Building the Team: Clinicians, Scientists, Engineers
One of the striking realities about the majority of the work moving towards or in the clinic is
that it has involved strong interdisciplinary teams of clinicians, scientists, and engineers. The
mythology of the lone scientist or passionate clinician who develops a new therapy does a
disservice to the field. We need the expertise of engineers along with the insights of
neuroscientists and the perspective of clinicians to develop therapies that have a potential to
get to patients and give them beneficial outcomes. It requires strong teams who are willing
to have conversations outside of their comfort zones.

Two examples of interdisciplinary collaborations that have led to therapies are the
development of functional electrical stimulation for grasping, the Freehand system [85], and
the Gliadel ® wafer for glioblastoma multiforme [12]. Both therapies, radically different in
their applications, technologies, and goals were the result of collaborations between teams of
engineers, scientists, and clinicians. These successes are based on long term collaborations
of teams of people with different expertise and a certain amount of courage not only to work
together but to push through the inevitable challenges that come with taking on
tremendously difficult problems. The challenges are not solved by the perfect, lone person in
the lab but great teams of people who are undaunted.

The Challenges that Lie Ahead
If our goal as a community is to develop new therapies for the CNS, we need to think
practically about what will work and what is plausible to scale up, move through the
regulatory process and deliver to patients.

Population size and needs
Disorders of the CNS have dramatic impacts on the quality of life of patients and their
caregivers and incur significant health care costs. Annually, there are approximately 235,000
people hospitalized due to traumatic brain injuries (TBIs) with is 90,000 per year exhibiting
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permanent deficits [70]. There are 12,000 new spinal cord injuries (SCIs) each year in the
U.S. [1]. The human impact of CNS injuries is enormous and the health care costs
associated with the injury are some of the highest in the U.S. [2, 133]. The incidence for
multiple sclerosis, Parkinson’s disease, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), and, the
incidence is roughly 70, 11, and 2 per 100,000 individuals respectively [88]. Likewise, the
health care and associated costs are tremendous as are the impact on the quality of life of the
patient and caregivers.

While these numbers are striking, they are greatly surpassed by the highly prevalent
cardiovascular disease (prevalence 80.7 million [102]) or diabetes (prevalence 25.8 million
[99]). The FDA designates any rare disease or condition that affects fewer than 200,000
people to an “orphan” population. A substantial number of the disorders of the CNS fall
under the definition of orphan conditions. While being an orphan condition can limit some
of the regulatory hurdles, the small population means that therapies targeted at these
diseases may be challenging to develop economically, at least using traditional models in the
pharmaceutical and device industries.

This is not to suggest that one should not pursue therapies for conditions that affect
relatively small numbers of people, but one must think about the financial models to support
the development and distribution of these therapies so that one can make sure the patients
benefit. One possible mechanism for funding a product for a small population is to hedge
development costs by constraining efforts to a platform technology, or a technology that has
multiple applications. However, with the highly specialized, complex CNS, treatments for
repair are also often highly specialized and complex. A second mechanism could be to
leverage foundation support and share technology and intellectual property. A number of
groups are pursuing this route. Ultimately, though, to get a technology deployed on a large
scale to patients, one has to come up with a workable financial model balancing costs and
reimbursement.

Scale up
Scale up to production volumes of technology is often an overlooked challenge, but if one
cannot make a drug, device, or biologic at scale, the reality is that one will not have enough
for testing and therapeutic applications. Simple, reproducible systems are critical if one is
going to make large quantities of the technology. The reality is that if one struggles to make
reproducible, small amounts of a system at the bench, it is not likely things will get easier on
the route to scaling up the system.

Regulatory considerations
As noted above, the FDA designates any rare disease or condition that affects fewer than
200,000 people to an “orphan” population. Drugs and treatments for an orphan population
are eligible for various exemptions and incentives, including tax credits, to help mitigate the
costs of the translation process. However, to qualify for this designation, the product cannot
have indication for use in anything other than a rare disease or condition, contradicting the
drive toward platform technologies[29]. Furthermore, these incentives are drops in a bucket
when considering the amount of investment that is required to research and commercialize a
medical product. Estimates for the cost of medical device development can easily exceed
$10–20 million in the preclinical phase, with an overall average price tag of $1.3–1.7 billion
to bring the product to market [21, 57].

Engineering and Neuroscience: Where we go from here
Engineering is a discipline that seeks to solve; science seeks to explain [101]. Whereas the
formula for science is to observe, hypothesize and test, the formula for engineering is to
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specify, design, and verify [101]. This is not to suggest one is superior over the other. On the
contrary, each is less potent without the other.

There are huge challenges involving discovery of potential new therapies and between
discovery and deployment. On the discovery side, engineers bring a host of new tools to
build and modulate the nervous system. Through collaboration and our different
perspectives, we may be able to gain new insights into mechanisms and therapeutic targets
associated with insults to and diseases of the CNS.

If our goal is to develop new approaches for people, we need to move in two directions at
once, no small feat. On the one side, we need to work together at the bench to understand
and develop potential interventions. On the other side, we need to start at the end and figure
out for the condition we hope to treat exactly what is and is not possible from the patient’s
and physician’s perspectives. We also need to be cognizant of how the FDA might receive
the technology and to that end, many officials at the FDA advocate talking to them early and
often if one thinks one’s technology might have clinical value.

One of the fundamental challenges of tissue engineering approaches is that they are often
multicomponent systems with polymers, cells, and drugs involved. Such combination
systems have been more challenging to get approved because of their complexity and the
number of branches of the FDA that are likely to be involved. They also scare potential
investors, which limits one’s options for raising the tremendous capital needed to pursue
new therapies. The ideal system is a simple one, but the reality is that for a number of
complex neurological conditions, successful treatment is likely to involve a combination
system. How these might be balanced to optimize efficacy and simplicity is still unfolding.

Nonetheless, there are significant inroads being made into developing and testing new
therapies based on single component systems in the nervous system whether they are
cellular, pharmacological, electrical, or scaffold-based systems. We can learn from
everything that has been done in the clinic and target our research to the most translatable
technologies with the greatest chance of success. It takes a team of excellent, collaborative
researchers and a certain degree of courage to struggle through the challenges, but the
potential to develop therapies should engender a willingness to work together and step
beyond our comfortable places.

Highlights

• We examine the pragmatic challenges associated with engineering therapies to
CNS disorders.

• We discuss the benefits and challenges of various scaffolds for CNS repair.

• We discuss the benefits and challenges of drug delivery to the CNS.

• We discuss functional electrical stimulation’s role in CNS therapy and
rehabilitation.

• Simple solutions lend themselves to translation, but the complex CNS may not
be amenable to simple.
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Figure 1. Repairing neural damage using implanted or injected materials
Examples of methods being tested for stimulating regrowth of neurons across damaged parts
of the CNS. Left column illustrates engineered (top) and biologically-derived (bottom)
materials that are surgically implanted into the damaged part of the CNS to form a porous
scaffold upon which axons can regrow. Right column illustrates how various hydrogels can
be injected into the damaged area to form a scaffold in situ as well as deliver drugs and
therapies locally.
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Table 1

Uses of electrical stimulation in the nervous system

Deep brain stimulation for movement disorders

Retinal or cortical implants to restore vision

Cochlear implants to restore hearing

Restoration of swallowing after stroke

Eliminating shoulder subluxation after stroke

Cough assist

Cardiac pacemakers

Reducing chronic pain

Restoring arm function

Diaphragm pacing to restore breathing

Improving wound healing

Trunk support

Restoring hand grasp

Restoring sexual function

Bowel/bladder control after injury and for incontinence

Preventing pressure sores by increasing muscle mass

Restoring standing and facilitating transfers

Restoring walking and locomotion

Eliminating foot drop after stroke
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